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East Central Railway 

 

No. ECR/Vig./System improvement/50                                                          Dated 25-04-2014 

 

FA&CAO, 

ECR 
 

        Sub: Avoiding delay in payments due to failure of NEFT transactions 

 
A complaint related to repeated non payment and exceptional delay in salary payment to a Gr C staff of 

SPJ division was investigated. It came to notice that salary was credited into employee’s bank account 

after delay of 2-5 months. The payment was processed through NEFT. Salary of all other employees 

except the complainant was credited in time but transaction w.r.t. the complainant employee’s  account 

failed and his account was not credited. The amount which was not credited remained with Banks for 

upto 05 months and Railway became aware of this only after receipt of complaint from the employee 

concerned.  This is an undesirable situation wherein apart from hardship to Railway employee, 

Railway’s revenue too was blocked with Bank. Thus, there is a need for early detection of individual 

cases of failed transactions under NEFT mode of payment so as to avoid complaints of delay in 

receiving payments.  

 

It has been observed that presently Banks are not informing Railway within the time specified under 

RBI norms about uncredited transactions under NEFT. RBI norms specify that if it is not possible to 

afford credit to the account of the beneficiary for whatever reason, destination banks are required to 

return the transaction (to the originating branch) within two hours of completion of the batch in which 

the transaction was processed. On receiving such a returned transaction, the originating bank has to 

credit the amount back to account of the originating customer (Railway). RBI norms were not followed 

by the Bank and it also came to notice that in the concerned division there was no system  in place 

regarding reporting of failed transactions under NEFT. Division also had no mechanism to ensure that 

all the parties to whom payment was to be made had actually received payments through NEFT in time. 

This leads to a very peculiar situation where Railway’s account is debited but actual payment liability 

remains undischarged for months.  
 

In this regard, instructions issued by Railway Board related to e-payment scheme i..e RBA 51/2005 

and instructions related to implementation of RTGS/NEFT i.e. RBA 12/2010 were looked into. 

Detailed instructions w.r.t. ECS are available in RBA 51/2005. Para vi of RBA 51/2005 mentions that 

sponsor bank has to submit reports on un-credited items. The amount of un-credited item has to be 

paid back to railways which will arrange payment through cheque/draft. Para 3 of RBA 51/2005 also 

advises that modalities involved for implementation of scheme may be finalised locally in 

consultation with authorized banks.  

 

In view of the above, it is advised that a suitable reporting arrangement be worked out with the banks 

to facilitate immediate detection of individual cases of failed transactions under NEFT as per RBI 

norms so as to avoid complaints and also to prevent blockage of Railway revenue with the banks for 

months. Necessary guideline/instruction on the above may please also be issued to all accounting 

units under your control. 

 

Action taken may please be intimated to this office. 

 

DA: As above 

                                                                                                                                  (J.K. Verma) 

       SDGM  
 

 
 


